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 Trust Accounting Income vs. DNI

 Basis for State Taxation of Trusts 

 Taxation of Trusts at the State Level
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 Trust Accounting Income vs. DNI
− Calculation of DNI Under Various Scenarios

− Allocation of DNI Among Beneficiaries

− “Tier I” vs “Tier II” Distribution Requirements

 Basis for State Taxation of Trusts

 Taxation of Trusts at the State Level
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 Grantor trusts are treated as disregarded entities; the 
grantors (or “owners”) pay tax on all trust income
− The majority of states have adopted federal income tax 

classification of grantor trusts

 A nongrantor trust is taxed like a separate individual, 
with certain exceptions

 The main exception is that a nongrantor trust is allowed 
a deduction for certain distributions it makes to 
beneficiaries
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 Because a nongrantor trust is allowed a deduction for 
distributions, another taxpayer must be responsible for 
paying the tax

 DNI (distributable net income) is a unique income tax 
concept that provides the accounting methodology by 
which income and gains are carried out to beneficiaries

 DNI is essentially fiduciary accounting income distributable 
to beneficiaries, net of trust expenses and deductions
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 Fiduciary Accounting Income (Section 643(b)) is the 
amount of income of a trust under the terms of the 
governing instrument and applicable local law

 Items of gross income constituting extraordinary 
dividends or taxable stock dividends which the 
fiduciary, acting in good faith, determines to be 
allocable to corpus under the terms of the governing 
income and applicable local law shall not be 
considered income
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 For a domestic trust, DNI is taxable income (before the distribution deduction 
and the personal exemption and without accounting for the exclusion for 
qualified small business stock under Section 1202) plus tax exempt income, 
excluding capital gains and losses

 Special rule for capital gains to be included in DNI pursuant to Regulation 
1.643(a)-3(b), if discretion permitted by trust document and local law in the 
following circumstances:
− Allocated to income (though if unitrust amount cannot be greater than the excess of the 

unitrust amount over the amount of distributable net income determined without regard 
to this Regulation);

− Allocated to principal but treated consistently by the fiduciary on the trust's books, 
records, and tax returns as part of a distribution to a beneficiary; or 

− Allocated to principal but actually distributed to the beneficiary or utilized by the fiduciary 
in determining the amount that is distributed or required to be distributed to a beneficiary

 Capital gains for which charitable deductions are allowed may also be included 
in DNI
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 First calculate DNI by type
− Identify items of gross income (by type)

− Apply deductions to specific gross income items

• If expenses are not directly attributable to a specific class of 
income, allocate them to the trust as a whole

 Then allocate it among beneficiaries
− Allocation will depend on whether the trust is a simple trust 

or a complex trust
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 From Reg. 1.643(d)-2; terms of trust instrument provide
− Income to be distributed to W during her life

− Capital gains are allocated to principal and all expenses charged against 
principal

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee in good faith $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 The allocations below to principal are relevant for FAI purposes; they may be 
relevant for DNI purposes 

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee in good faith $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 The following items are relevant for calculating FAI ($50,000) –
this is the amount distributable to W under the trust terms

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee in good faith $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 But an additional item is relevant for calculating DNI ($45,000)

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee in good faith $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 Terms of trust instrument and governing state law provide
− Income to be distributed to Z during his life

− Capital gains are allocated as fiduciary provides

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains allocated to income by trustee $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 The following items are relevant for calculating FAI

 Are any others?

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains allocated to income by trustee $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 We don’t know whether the trustee acted in good faith

 Assuming so, FAI is $60,000

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains allocated to income by trustee $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000

?
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 And DNI is equal to $55,000

 Note that because state law and the trust instrument allowed 
the allocation of capital gains to income, it was respected

Item of Income Amount

Dividends from domestic corporations $30,000

Extraordinary dividends allocated to principal by trustee $20,000

Taxable interest $10,000

Tax-exempt interest $10,000

Long-term capital gains allocated to income by trustee $10,000

Trustee’s commissions and miscellaneous expenses allocable to principal $5,000
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 Simple Trust
− A simple trust is one whose terms require the distribution of all its 

income currently
− Generally, it cannot accumulate income, distribute out of 

principal, or pay money for charitable purposes
− If a trust distributes principal during a year, as in the year it 

terminates, the trust becomes a complex trust for that year

 Complex Trust
− A complex trust is any trust that does not meet the requirements 

for a simple trust
− Complex trusts may accumulate income, distribute amounts other 

than current income and, make deductible payments for 
charitable purposes
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 For simple trusts, allocate ratably amongst 
beneficiary distributions

 For complex trusts, allocate according to the terms of 
the trust document
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 Allocation of DNI for complex trusts uses a tier system

 There are two tiers of distributions
• Tier I distributions are all mandatory income (i.e., FAI) distributions
• Tier II distributions are non-required income distributions or distributions that 

must be paid out of income or principal and were paid out of income
• To be a Tier II distribution, the amount must be properly paid, credited, or 

required to be distributed currently

 If the amount of Tier I distributions exceeds DNI, then all DNI is 
allocated to those distributions

 If DNI remains after Tier I distributions, the remaining DNI is 
allocated proportionately among those receiving Tier II distributions, 
based upon the amount of trust property received by each
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 Trust Accounting Income vs. DNI

 Basis for State Taxation of Trusts
− How States Determine Trust Residency

− Due Process and Commerce Clause Questions

 Taxation of Trusts at the State Level
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 States classify trusts as resident or nonresident

 In general, states tax resident trusts on all income and 
nonresident trusts on income sourced from that state

 However, there are some circumstances in which trusts that 
are classified as “resident” by a state will not be subject to 
tax on all their income

 Currently, Alaska, Florida, New Hampshire, South Dakota, 
Texas, Washington, and Wyoming impose no state tax at the 
trust level
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 States assert one or more of the following bases for 
classifying trusts as resident:
− For testamentary trusts, residence of settlor at time of death
− For inter vivos trusts, residence of settlor at time of settling the 

trust
− Administration of trust
− Residence of trustee
− Residence of beneficiary

 Some of these bases for taxing jurisdiction have been 
subject to constitutional challenges
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 Must carefully consider the provisions of each state in which 
the trust has a connection, as rules vary significantly

 Sampling of state provisions
− In Virginia, prior to a recent statutory change, a trust might have 

been a resident trust if a trustee was resident there but might not 
have been a resident trust if there was another trustee not resident 
there

− In California, trust is a resident if either trustees or non-contingent 
beneficiaries of the trust are residents of the state

− North Carolina formerly classified a trust as NC resident based solely 
on a beneficiary being a NC resident
• In 2018, state supreme court struck down the statute
• In 2019, U.S. Supreme Court agreed
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 A terrific resource for beginning a determination of whether a state will assert 
taxing jurisdiction over a new or existing trust is 
https://www.actec.org/assets/1/6/Nenno_state_nongrantor_tax_survey.pdf
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 New York
− Primarily considers the domicile of settlor in order to 

determine residency
− However, declines to tax resident trusts that have no other 

minimum contacts with the state (“resident exempt trusts”)
• Must satisfy a strict three part test that considers residence of 

trustee, location of assets, and source of income

• Therefore, important to consider additional contacts that can 
trigger tax on all income

• NY law suggests that only $1 of New York sourced income could 
subject a formerly non-taxable trust to full NY taxation
▪ Planning solution?
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 Due Process clause of 14th Amendment: “No state shall 
make or enforce any law which shall abridge the 
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; 
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law . . .

 Commerce Clause: Congress shall have the power “to 
regulate commerce . . . among the several States . . . .”
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 When considering the nexus of a trust, an ordering of 
factors seems likely

 Factors with the strongest pull to a state
− Location of administration of the trust assets (regardless of 

where trust assets are physically located)

− Residency of the trustee
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 The Kimberly Rice Kaestner 1992 Family Trust 
− Trust created in NY and trustee resident in CT

− However, North Carolina imposed tax solely because 
beneficiaries were resident in NC, even if beneficiaries

• Received no income from the trust in the relevant tax year

• Had no right to demand income from the trust in that tax year

• Were fully discretionary and might never receive distributions

 U.S. Supreme Court found insufficient connection for 
imposing tax
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 Trust Accounting Income vs. DNI

 Basis for State Taxation of Trusts

 Taxation of Trusts at the State Level
− Allocations in multistate contact circumstances

− Sourcing Issues

− Active Business Income

− States That Deviate from Federal Grantor Trust Rules
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 Ask questions each year about the trustees, the 
beneficiaries, and administration of the trust

 Ask about what the plans are for the upcoming year 
(including expected income and distributions)

 Keep state income tax considerations prominent in 
clients’ minds
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 Utilize strategies to reduce taxation
− Change trustees
− Divide the trust
− Set up new trusts
− Change where administration occurs (may require petitioning a 

local court)

 Fiduciaries do have a duty to minimize taxes
− Surcharge cases have been brought by beneficiaries when 

fiduciaries have failed to take reasonable actions to minimize 
tax 
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 Testamentary trust settled by Logan, who was domiciled in 
NY at death

 Three  beneficiaries are Connor (CA), Siobhan (VA), and 
Kendall (NY)

 Trustees are Siobhan’s husband Tom (VA) and California 
Trust Company (CA)

 Trust owns partnerships that generate source income in CA, 
PA, VA, and NY



 Which states will assert authority to tax the trust?
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 Which states will assert authority to tax the trust?
− California (resident trustee, resident beneficiary)
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 Which states will assert authority to tax the trust?
− California (resident trustee, resident beneficiary)

− New York (settlor was domiciled in NY and earns NY-source 
income) → resident and not “resident exempt”
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 Which states will assert authority to tax the trust?
− California (resident trustee, resident beneficiary)

− New York (settlor was domiciled in NY and earns NY-source 
income) → resident and not “resident exempt”

− Virginia (some trust assets may be located in VA if partnership 
generates VA-source income) → could be resident
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 Which states will assert authority to tax the trust?
− California (resident trustee, resident beneficiary)

− New York (settlor was domiciled in NY and earns NY-source 
income) → resident and not “resident exempt”

− Virginia (some trust assets may be located in VA if partnership 
generates VA-source income) → could be resident

− Pennsylvania → non-resident
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 Evaluate whether a credit is available (either for all 
taxes paid to another state or for taxes paid on income 
sourced from another state)

 Determine how to mitigate the taxing situation
− Hive off the partnership generating NY source income and the 

partnership generating VA source income (if VA would exert 
taxing authority) by dividing the trust
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 If half the income is distributed to Connor on his 
federal K-1 from the trust, income sourced to which 
state(s) will pass out to him?

 And what happens if the trust’s share of state-sourced 
income exceeds its federal income?
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 In most states, there is not much guidance, and the key 
is to find a defensible method

 New York offers some guidance
− NY source income is allocated based on the percentage of DNI

distributed versus remaining in trust

− If there is no DNI, then NY source income is based on a 
percentage of the income distributed (as income determined 
under local law)



 Categories of state-sourced income
− Real or tangible property located within the state

− Some states (like NY) include certain gains or losses from the 
sale or exchange of an interest in an entity that owns real 
property in that state

− A business, trade, profession or occupation carried on in the 
state

− Taxpayer’s distributive share of partnership income or gain
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 Different regimes – be wary
− Three factor: property located in state, sales made to state 

residents, payroll paid to state residents

− Single factor: just sales

− Market-based sourcing vs cost-of-performance based sourcing

 Sourcing income on sale of partnership interest
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 Treat trusts that are grantor trusts under federal law as 
their own taxpayers
− Pennsylvania 

 Treat trusts that are non-grantor trusts under federal 
law as owned by the settlor
− New York
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